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Abstract 
In this paper an isomorphism testing algorithm for graphs in the family of all cubic 
metacirculant graphs with non-empty first symbol So is given. The time complexity of this 
algorithm is also evaluated. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper the term graph always means a finite undirected 
graph without loops and multiple edges. We write Z, for the ring of integers 
modulo n and Z* for the multiplicative group of units in Z., where n is a positive 
integer. 
Let m and n be two positive integers, ~eZ*, /~ = Lm/2/(where L / denotes the 
greatest integer function) and let So, $1 . . . . .  Su be subsets of Z, satisfying the 
following conditions: (1) 0¢So =-  So; (2) ~mS,= S, for 0~< r~< #; (3) if m is 
even, then ~S~ =-  Su. Then we define the (m, n)-metacirculant graph G = 
MC(m, n, ~, So, $1, ..., Su) to be the graph with vertex-set V(G)= {vj: i eZra; j eZ .}  
and edge-set E(G)={v~v~+': 0~<r~</~; ieZ~; h, jeZ , ;  (h- j )eot iS ,} ,  where 
superscripts and subscripts are always reduced modulo m and modulo n, 
respectively. 
The concept of (m,n)-metacirculant graphs was generally defined in 1982 by 
Alspach and Parsons I-2]. All (m, n)-metacirculant graphs are vertex-transitive. Their 
automorphism groups contain a transitive (on the vertex-set of the graphs) subgroup 
that is the semi-direct product of two cyclic ones. Thus, this subgroup has a rather 
simple structure. Even the converse assertion has been proved: if the automorphism 
group of some graph has the property mentioned above, then this graph is an 
(m, n)-metacirculant [2]. For more information about (m, n)-metacirculant graphs see 
I-3, 1, 4, 6]. 
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Let ~(m, n) be the family of all cubic (m, n)-metacirculant graphs with the condition 
So ¢: 0 and let 
¢ = U 
m~>l 
n~>l 
Recently, the author I-6] has investigated this family ~P. In particular, the components 
and the automorphism groups of graphs in tp are determined. It has also been proved 
that except he Petersen graph, all connected graphs of the family are hamiltonian. 
In 1-2] Alspach and Parsons have raised the following isomorphism problem: 
When are two metacirculant graphs MC(m, n, ct, So, S~ ... . .  S~) and MC(m', n', ~', S~, 
S'~ .. . . .  S~,) isomorphic? In this paper, from an algorithmic point of view, we shall 
consider this isomorphism problem for the family ~. We shall give here an isomor- 
phism testing algorithm for graphs in • and evaluate the time complexity of this 
algorithm. 
2. Preliminaries 
In [6] we established a criterion in terms of the parameters of (m, n)-metacirculant 
graphs that determines whether or not a given (m,n)-metacirculant graph belongs 
to ~. 
Proposition 1 (Tan [6]). An (m, n)-metacirculant graph G = MC(m, n, ct, So, $1 . . . . .  Su) 
has So ~ 0 and is a cubic graph if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
1. ISol = 3, n is even and Si = O for all ie{1,2 . . . . .  #}; 
2. I So l=2,  miseven, lSu]= 1 andS i=Ofora l l i~{1,2  . . . . .  #-  1}; 
3. ISol = 1, m is odd, n is even, IS,I = l for some ie{1,2 . . . . .  /l} and Sj = O for all 
i~ j40 ;  
4. I So I = 1, m is even, n is even, IS, I = I for some i ~ { 1,2 . . . . .  p - 1 } and Sj = Su = 0 
for all i 4j~{1,2  . . . . .  / l -  1}; 
5. I Sol = 1, m is even, n is even, I S~I = 2 and Si = 0 for all i e { 1, 2 . . . . .  p - 1 }. 
Let n be a positive integer and S ~ Z.\{0} with the property that i eS  implies 
- ieS .  We define the circulant graph G = C(n,S) to be the graph with vertex-set 
V(G) = {vi: i eZ .}  and edge-set E(G) = {vivj: i, j eZ . ;  ( j -  i)eS}, where subscripts 
are always reduced modulo n. 
For integers n and k with n >~ 2 and 1 ~< k ~ n - 1 we define the generalized 
Petersen graph G = GP(n, k) to be the graph with vertex-set V(G) = {ui, vi: i e Z.  } and 
edge-set E(G)= {uiu~+l,u~v,v~vi+k: ieZ,},  where subscripts are always reduced 
modulo n. 
Thus, GP(n, k) is a graph of order 2n and GP(5, 2) is the well-known Petersen 
graph. 
The following result is proved in [6]. 
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Proposition 2 (Tan [6]). Let G be a cubic (m, n)-metacirculant graph with the condition 
So ~ O. Then its components are isomorphic to each other and to some of the following 
graphs: 
1. a circulant graph C(21, S) on 21 vertices with S = {1, - 1, l }, where I is an integer 
satisfying l > 1; 
2. a generalized Petersen graph GP(d, k), where d and k are positive integers atisfy- 
ingd>2,  keZ*andk  2= _ 1 (modd). 
In order to describe later clearly our isomorphism testing algorithm for graphs in ¢, 
we present here an algorithm for determining components of a cubic (m, n)-meta- 
circulant graph with the condition So # 0. This algorithm follows from the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [6]. 
Algorithm for determining components of a cubic (m, n)-metacirculant graph 
with the condition So # 0 
Let G = MC(m,n,  ot, So,S1 . . . . .  S~) be a cubic (m,n)-metacirculant graph with the 
condition So ~ 0. By Proposition 1, one of Conditions 1-5 in this proposition is 
satisfied. 
Case 1: Condition 1 is satisfied, So = {s, - s,n/2} with 0 # s ~ n/2. Let d be the 
order of the subgroup (s)  of the additive group of Zn. If d = 21 with I > 1, then the 
components of G are isomorphic to C(d,S) with S = {1, - 1, l}, otherwise, they are 
isomorphic to GP(d, 1). 
Case 2: Condition 2 is satisfied, So = {s, - s} with s ~ - s v~ O. Let k = ct "/2 and 
d be the order of the subgroup (s)  of the additive group of Z,. Then the components 
of G are isomorphic to GP(d, k). 
Case 3: Condition 3 or Condition 4 is satisfied, Si = {s} with ie{1,2 . . . . .  p} /f 
Condiiton 3 holds and i t  {1, 2 . . . . .  p - 1} if Condition 4 holds. Let c be the order of the 
subgroup ( i )  of the additive group of Zm and d be the order of the subgroup of the 
additive group of Z, generated by (~(c-1~i + otto-2)i + ... + cti + 1)s (mod n). If d = 0, 
then the components of G are isomorphic to GP(c, 1). If d > 0 and d = 21 with l ~> l, 
then the components of G are isomorphic to C(cd, S) with S = {1, - 1, cl}; otherwise, 
they are isomorphic to GP(cd, 1). 
Case 4: Condition 5 is satisfied, Su = {s, r} with s ~ r (mod n). Let d be the order of 
the subgroup ((s - r)) of the additive group ofZn. Ifd is even, then the components of
G are isomorphic to C(2d, S) with S = {1, - 1, d}; otherwise, they are isomorphic to 
GP(2d, 1). 
We consider now the time complexity of this algorithm. It is not difficult to see that 
the order d of the subgroup (s)  of the additive group of Z, is equal to n/gcd(n, s). We 
can ,compute gcd(n,s) using Euclid's algorithm. Therefore, if we denote by [-x'] the 
least integer z t> x, then d can be computed in at most 2['log2n 7+ 1 divisions. The 
exponention ~' can be computed with the algorithm that uses repeated squaring 
method. So to compute ~t t we need at most 2[log2t-] multiplications. 
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Thus, if case 1 or case 4 holds, then we need at most 2[-log2n] + 2 arithmetic 
operations to determine the components of G. Analogously, in case 2, we need at most 
2[-log2(m/2)'] + 1 = 2[-logzm] - 1 operations to compute k and 2[-log2n'] + 1 to com- 
pute d. In total, at most 2[-log2m'] - 1 + 2[-log2n] + 1 ~< 2[-log2(mn)'] operations are 
needed. Finally, suppose that case 3 is valid. To compute d, we must know the element 
(~ttc- 1)i + ~tc-2)i + ... + cti + 1)s(mod n). (1) 
We have ~t t¢-x~i+c¢ t -2 ) i+ . . .+ct  i+ l=( (~ i )¢ - l ) / (~ i -1 )  with c~<m and 
l<~i<~Lm/2[. Therefore, we can compute the element (1) in at most 
2[-log2(m/2)] + 2[-log2m] + 6 = 4[-log2m] + 4 operations. Consequently, we need 
at most 4[ log2m] + 4 + 2['log2n" ] + 1 = 4['log2m'] + 2[-log2n-] + 5 operations to 
compute d and 2[-log2m'] + 1 operations to compute c. In total, to determine the 
components of G in this case at most 4[log2m] + 2[-log2n'] + 5 + 21-log2m] + 1 ~< 
8( [-log2 m + log2 n ] ) = 8[- log 2 (mn)-] operations are needed. 
Thus, in any ease we need at most O(log2 (ran)) arithmetical operations to determine 
the components of G. Using the fact that every arithmetical operation on k-bit 
numbers requires at most O(k 2) bit operations, we conclude that the time complexity 
of our algorithm is O(log2(mn))O(log2(mn)) = O(log2a(mn)). 
3. An isomorphism testing algorithm for graphs in 
We consider now the isomorphism problem for graphs in ~. Since • is contained in 
the family 7, of graphs, each of which is either the union of a finite number of disjoint 
copies of C(21,S) with I > 1 and S = {1, - 1, 1} or the union of a finite number of 
disjoint copies of GP(d, k) with d > 2, k e Z~' and k 2 - __ 1 (mod d), we first consider 
the same problem for graphs in ~. 
Proposition 3. Let G be the union of t disjoint copies of C(21,S) with l>  1, 
S = {1, -1 ,  l} and G' be the union of t' disjoint copies of C(21', S') with l '> 1, 
S' = { 1, - 1, l' }. Then G' and G are isomorphic if and only if t' = t and l' = I. 
Proof. It is trivial that G' and G are isomorphic if t' = t and l '=  I. Conversely, 
suppose that G' and G are isomorphic. Since C(21',S') and C(21,S) are connected 
graphs, G' consists of t' components each of which is isomorphic to C(2I', S') and 
G consists of t components each of which is isomorphic to C(21, S). Consequently, t' 
has to be equal to t and C(21',S') has to be isomorphic to C(21,S). But C(21', S') 
is a graph of order 21' and C(21, S) is a graph of order 21. Therefore, 1'= 1 and 
Proposition 3 is proved. [] 
Proposition 4. Let G be the union of t disjoint copies of C(21,S) with l>  1, 
S = {1, - 1, l} and G' be the union oft '  disjoint copies of GP(d,k) with d > 2, keZ~ 
and k 2 = _ 1 (mod d). Then G is not isomorphic to G'. 
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Proof. It is not difficult to see that C(21, S) with l > 1, S = {1, - 1, I} and GP(d, k) 
with d > 2, k ~ Z~', k 2 =- + l (mod d) are connected graphs. Therefore, G consists of 
t components each of which is isomorphic to C(2/, S) and G' consists of t' components 
each of which is isomorphic to GP(d, k). 
Suppose that G is isomorphic to G'. Then t has to be equal to t' and C(21, S) has to 
be isomorphic to GP(d, k). Hence, l = d >1 2 because the order of C(21, S) is equal to 21 
and the order of GP(d, k) is equal to 2d. 
We have C(4, S) = K ,  (the complete graph of order 4) and GP(2, 1) = C4 (the cycle 
of length 4). So C(4, S) is not isomorphic to GP(2, 1). The graph C(6, S) has girth 4, and 
GP(3, 1) and GP(3,2) have girth 3. Hence, C(6,S) is not isomorphic to GP(3,k) 
(k = 1, 2), either. All this implies that l = d/> 4. 
The graph C(21,S), with 1>~4, S= {1, -1 ,1} ,  has the cycles vivi+l+lVi+tvi+t 
(i = 0, ..., 21 - 1) of length 4 and it does not have any cycles of length 3. This means 
that the girth of C(21, S) with l/> 4 is 4. 
Consider GP(d, k) with d 1> 4, k e Z* and k 2 = _ 1 (mod d). I fd = 4, then only k = 1 
or k = 3 satisfy the conditions k ~ Z* and k 2 - _ 1 (mod d). Suppose that d/> 5. If 
some cycle of GP(d, k) does not contain edges of the type uivt (see the definition of 
GP(n, k)), then this cycle contains either all the vertices ul and no vertices vi or all the 
vertices vt and no vertices ut with i = 0 .. . .  , d - 1. Hence it has length d >t 5. Therefore, 
if some cycle X of GP(d, k) has length l ~< 4, then it has to contain two edges of the 
type utvt. This implies that X has to be a cycle of the form vtu~ut+lvt+l. So vl is 
adjacent o vt+l and k - +_ l(modd). This means that i fd t> 4 and k ~ _+ l(modd), 
then the girth of GP(d, k) is at least 5 and GP(d, k) cannot be isomorphic to C(21, S). 
Thus, if C(21,S), with I > 1 and S = {1, - 1, 1}, is isomorphic to GP(d, k), with 
d > 2, keZ~ and k 2 - _ l (modd),  then l = d i> 4 and k - _+ l(modd). 
We show now that the vertex-independence number/~0(C(21, S)) of C(21, S) is odd. 
Since the vertex-independence number of a cycle of length p is [_p/2], we have 
/~o(C(2l, S)) ~</~o(C(21, {1, - 1}) = [21/2.] = I. If l is odd, then {Vo,V2 . . . . .  vt-1, 
vl + 1 . . . . .  Vet- 2 } is a set of independent vertices of C(21, S). Therefore,/~o(C(21, S)) = I is 
odd. Suppose that I is even. It is clear that every set of independent vertices of C(21, S) 
is also a set of independent vertices of C(2I,{I, -1})  and only the sets {Vo,V2, 
v4 . . . . .  v2t . . . . .  v2t- 2 } and {vl,v3, vs . . . . .  v2t+ 1 . . . . .  Vet- 1 } of independent vertices of 
C(21, {1, - 1}) have/~o(C(21, {1, - 1})) vertices. Therefore, if/~o(C(21, S)) = 1, then at 
least one of the sets {Vo, v2, v4 .... , v2t- z } and {vt, v3, v5 . . . . .  v2t- ~ } is a set of indepen- 
dent vertices of C(21,S). This is impossible because vt~ {Vo,V2,V4 . . . . .  v2t-2}, vt is 
adjacent to Vo, vt+le{vl,v3 . . . . .  v2~-1} and vt+l is adjacent to vl. Hence, 
flo(C(21,S)) ~< l - 1. But the set {Vo,V2, ... ,vt-2, vl+l,vt+3, ... ,v2t-3} is a set of inde- 
pendent vertices of C(21,S) and it has (I - 1) vertices. So/~o(C, (21,S)) = I - 1 is odd. 
It follows from above that if C(21, S) is isomorphic to GP(d, k), then flo(GP(d, k)) is 
also odd. 
On the other hand, any set R of independent vertices of GP(d,k)  with 
k -  + l (modd) is partitioned into two subsets Rv and Rv. The first subset Rv 
consists of all vertices ut e R and the second subset Rv consists of all vertices vte R. 
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Then Ru is a set of independent vertices of the cycle U = UoUl ... ud- 1 and Rv 
is a set of independent vertices of the cycle V= VoV~...vd_~. Hence, 
IR[ = IRvl + [RvI ~< flo(U) + flo(V) = 2Ld/2J. But the set {Uo,U2 . . . . .  U2(Ld/2 j -  11, 
v~,v3 .. . . .  V2Ld/2J-l} is a set of independent vertices of GP(d,k). Thus, 
flo(GP(d, k)) = 2Ld/2 j is even. 
This contradiction shows that our suggestion about the isomorphism between 
G and G' is false. Thus, G and G' are not isomorphic and Proposition 4 is proved. [] 
Proposition 5. Let G be the union oft  disjoint copies of GP(d, k) with d > 2, keZ~,  
k 2 --- + l(modd) and G' be the union oft '  disjoint copies of GP(d',k') with d '> 2, 
k' eZ'~,, k '2 = +_ l(modd'). Then G' and G are isomorphic if and only if t' = t, d' = d 
and k' -- + k(mod d), 
This proposition follows from the following Lemmas 1-4. 
Lemma 1. Let GP(d, k) be one of the graphs GP(4, 1), GP(4, 3), GP(5, 2), GP(5, 3), 
GP(8,3), GP(8,5), GP(10,3), GP(10,7), GP(12,5), GP(12,7), GP(24,5) and 
GP(24, 19). Then a graph GP(d', k'), with d' > 2, k' eZ*,, and k '2 - +__ l(modd'), is 
isomorphic to GP(d,k) if and only if d' = d and k' - +__ k(modd). 
Proof. Suppose that GP(d',k'), with k '>2,  k'eZ~,, and k '2= ___ l(modd'), is 
isomorphic to GP(d, k), where (d, k) is one of the pairs (4, 1), (4, 3), (5, 2), (5, 3), (8, 3), 
(8, 5), (10, 3), (10, 7), (12, 5), (12, 7), (24, 5) and (24, 19). Then, since the order of G P (d', k') 
is 2d' and the order of GP(d, k) is 2d, we must have d' = d. If k' ~ + k(mod d), then by 
the results in [5] the automorphism group Aut(GP(d', k')) has order 4d'. But as 
shown in [5], IAut(GP(d, k))l > 4d. This means that GP(d',k') and GP(d, k) cannot 
be isomorphic. Thus, k' - + k(mod d). 
Conversely, if d' = d and k' -= _+ k(mod d), then it is easy to see that GP(d, k) and 
GP(d', k') have the same vertex sets and the same edge sets. So they are trivially 
isomorphic, hence Lemma 1 is proved. [] 
Lemma 2. Let d and k be integers, d > 2, 1 -%< k ~< d - 1, k e Z*, k 2 = 1 (mod d) and let 
F be the following group: 
Then for any normal cyclic subgroup ( tr ) of order d o f f  and for any element y e F, one of 
the following equalities holds: 
7tr7- 1 = o', 7o .y  - 1 = o" -  1, 
7tr7 - 1 = o-k, 70.  7 -- 1 = (7 -  k. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of F that every element of F can be represented in 
one of the forms: p~, 6p ~, gpt, ot6pt, where l = 0, 1 . . . . .  d - I. 
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Let d = m2" with m odd.  There  are several  cases to consider.  
Case 1: n = 0. Then  d is odd.  Since F is a group  of order  4d, the subgroup (p )  is the 
unique normal  cyclic subgroup of order  d of F.  Therefore,  the assert ion of Lemma 2 is 
tr iv ia l ly true. 
Case 2: n >~ 2. Then, since k eZ~ and d is even, k has to be odd.  Therefore,  
k = 4t - 1 or k = t - 3, where t >~ 1 is a posit ive integer. For  all I = 0, 1 . . . . .  d - l, we 
have (~p l )2  = (6p~6)p~ = p-~p~ = 1. Therefore,  any element of order  d of F not  con-  
ta ined in (p )  has to have the form ~p~ or ct6p ~. 
(2.1) Suppose  that  k -- 4t - 3 with t >/1. In this subcase, for any l = 0, 1 . . . . .  d - l, 
we have 
(~6pl)m2O- ~ = ( (~p~)  (~6p~) )m2"- ~ = (~2 ~2 p -  Zk + l)m2°- ~ 
= (p . l -k l )m2" -~ = (p4 .1 -o ) , ,2 - -2  = (pm2")t~l-,) = 1. 
So any element of order  d of F not  conta ined in (p )  has to have the form ~p~ if 
k=4t -3wi th t~> 1. 
I fgcd(m,  2 t -  1) - -  m' > 1, then for any l = 0, 1 . . . . .  d -  1, 
(~pt)~m/,.')2" = ( (~p~) (~p~) ~m/m')2"- ' = (pt~ + t)~m/m')2"- ' 
= p2/ (2 t -  1)(m/m')2 n- '  = (pm2")l(2t- 1)/m' = 1. 
Hence,  (p )  is the unique normal  cyclic subgroup of order  d o fF  and Lemma 2 is again 
true in this s i tuat ion.  
Suppose  now that  gcd(m, 2t - 1) = 1. If I is even, then 
(~pl)m2"-I  = ( (o~pl) (o~pl) m2.-2 = (pl(k + 1))m2"-2 
= (pm2")(I/2)((k+ 1)/2) -~- 1. 
If gcd(m, l) = l' > 1, then again 
(~pl)(m/l') 2" : ((0~pl) (o~pl))(m/l')2" - ' = (plk + I)(m/l')2" - '  
: ([m2")(I/l')((k+ 1)/2) : 1. 
Hence, if ~p~ has order  d, then I has to be odd  and gcd(m, l) = 1. 
Conversely ,  if n >/2,  k = 4t - 3, gcd(m, 2t - 1) = 1, gcd(m, I) = 1 and I is odd,  then 
it is not  difficult to verify that  ~p~ has order  d and (~p~ = {0~p, 0~p 3 . . . . .  O~p2i- 1 . . . . .  1, 
p2, p4 . . . . .  p2~-2 . . . .  : i ~> 1}. This means  that  in this s i tuat ion F has just  two dist inct  
normal  cyclic subgroups  of o rder  d: the groups  (p )  and (~p) .  Moreover ,  we have 
k 2 = (4t - 3)(4t - 3) = 16t 2 - 24t + 9 = 1 + m2% for some integer s. This is equiva-  
lent to 8(t - 1)(2t - 1) = m2%. Therefore,  m2 " -3  div ides (t - 1)(2t - 1) if n >i 3 and 
m div ides (t - 1)(2t - 1) if n = 2. But gcd(m,2t  - 1) = 1 and gcd(2 n-3, 2t - 1) = 1. 
Hence,  m2 " -3  d iv ides ( t - l )  if n>~3 and m div ides ( t -1 )  if n=2.  
Therefore,  t = m2"-3r  + 1, k = 4t - 3 = 2" -~mr  + 1 if n ~> 3 and t = mr + 1, 
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k=4t -3=4mr+l  if n=2.  But since l~<k~<m2"- l ,  we have k=l  or  
k=m2"- l+ l i fn />3andk=l i fn=2.  
If k = 1, then p(~tp)p - l=  otp, 6(otp)6 = otp-~ =(otp) -~ and ot(ctp)ot = otp. If 
k = m2" - '  + 1, then 
p(otp)p -  1 = pot = otpm2"-' + i = (otp)m2" -~ + i = (otp)k, 
6(=p)6 = otp- ~ = (otp)-(m2--~ + ~ = (otp)-k, 
ot(otp)~ = pot = otpr,,2--'+ ~ = (otp),,2"-' + ~ = (otp)k. 
Therefore,  for any  e lement 3' ~F,  one of the fo l lowing equal i t ies holds: e ither 
7a7-1 = a, ~a~,-1 = a -1 ,  ~aT-1 = ak, or  7a~'-1 = a-k ,  where a is any generator  of 
(p> or (otp>, k = 1 or m2"-1 + 1. Thus,  Lemma 2 is p roved in the case k = 4t - 3. 
(2.2) Suppose that k = 4t - 1 with t t> 1. In this subcase, for any l = 0 . . . . .  d - 1, 
we have 
(otp~)=2--' = ((otpt)(otpl))=2.-~ = (pW,+ I))=2--~ = (p,*l,)m2"-= 
= (pr,2-)t, = 1. 
Therefore,  if k = 4t - 1, then any element of order  d of F not  conta ined in (p> has to 
have the form ot6p ~. 
If gcd(m, 2t - 1) > 1 or I is even or gcd(m, l) > 1, then ot6p t has order  less than d. 
This  can be proved as in the case k = 4t - 3. So if n /> 2 and k - 4t - 1, then an 
e lement otfp t has order  d only if gcd(m, 2 t -  1 )= 1, gcd(m,/)  = 1 and I is odd.  
Conversely ,  if n >/2, k = 4t - 1, gcd(m, 2t - i) = 1, gcd(m, l) = 1 and I is odd,  then it 
is not  difficult to verify that  ot6p t has order  d and (~t6p~> = {otfp, ot6p 3 . . . . .  
ot6p2i- 1 . . . . .  1, p2, p4 . . . . .  p2 i -  2 . . . .  : i ~> 1 }. This means  that  in this s i tuat ion,  F has just  
two dist inct  normal  cycl ic subgroups  of  order  d: the groups  (p> and (ot6p>. More-  
over, we have k 2 = (4t - 1)(4t - 1) = 16t 2 - 8t + 1 = 1 + m2"s for some integer s. 
Hence,  m2 ~ div ides 8t(2t - 1). Therefore,  m2 ~- 3 divides t(2t - I) i fn >~ 3 and m div ides 
t(2t - 1) if n = 2. Since gcd(m, 2t - 1) = 1 and gcd(2" -  3, 2t - 1) = 1, this impl ies that  
m2"-  3 div ides t if n >/3 and m divides t if n = 2. Hence, t = m2"-  3 r if n >/3 and t = mr 
if n = 2 for some integer r. Therefore,  k = m2 " -  ~r - 1 if n I> 3 and k = 4mr - 1 if 
n=2.  But  l~<k~<m2 " -1 .  So k=m2 ~-1-1  or k=m2"- I  if n />3 and 
k = 4m - l if n = 2. 
I f  k = m2" - 1, then 
p(ot6p)p- 1 = otfp, 6(ot6p)6 = otfp- I = (otfp)- I 
and 
ot(=6p)ot = ot6p- l = (ot6p)- a. 
I f  k = m2"-1 _ 1, then 
p(otfp)p- I = o t fp l  -m2 " - I  = (0(6p),,,2 " - I  - i = (ot6p)k, 
6(ot6p)6 = otfp- I = (ot6p)l -m2"- '  = (ot6p)-~, 
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Therefore, for any element ~eF  one of the following equalities holds: either 
~0"~- 1 = O', yO'y-  1 = 0"-1,  yO'y -1  = o.k, or 7ay-* = a-k, where tr is any generator of 
<p> or <0tbp> and k = m2" - 1 or k = m2"-1 _ 1. Thus, Lemma 2 is also proved in 
the case k = 4t - 1. 
Case 3: n = 1. I fm = 1, then d = 2, k = 1 and the lemma is trivially true.So we can 
suppose from now on that m > 1, i.e., d = 2m > 2. For any I = 0, 1 . . . . .  d - 1, we have 
(6p / )  2 = (6pt&)p I = p-*p; = 1. Therefore, any element of order d of F not contained in 
<p> has to have either the form ctp * or the form ~t6p *.
Let tr be either ctp z or ct6p t such that <tr> is a normal cyclic subgroup of order 2m of 
F. If (<a> <p))  = F, then (<a><p>)/<p> = F/<p> _~ <or, 6), which is an elementary 
abelian group of order 4. On the other hand, (<tr> (p))/(p> ~- (tr)/(<tr) n (p>), 
which is a cyclic subgroup. This contradiction shows that (<a> <p>) is a proper 
subgroup of F. The group (<tr> <p>) ~ <p),  since otherwise, a or aft are in <p>, 
which is impossible. Therefore, I(<tr> <p>)/<p>l = I<tr)/(<tr> c~ <P>)I = 2. Thus, <a> 
contains <p2>. But <a> is cyclic. So, if tr = ap t, then ctp ~+2 = (ctpl)p 2 = p2(apt) = 
(p2ot)pt = otp2k +t. This implies p2k+t = pZ+ 2. Since p is of order 2m, 2(k - 1) = 2ms for 
some integer s. Hence, either k - 1 = 0 or k - 1 = m. On the other hand, k has to be 
odd (because k e Z]'). Therefore, k - 1 = m does not hold and so k = 1. Hence, our 
lemma is trivially true in this case. 
If tr = afip', then abp t+ 2 = (a6pt),o 2 = p2  (a6pl) = a~p,- 2k. This implies 
pl+2+2k-l=p2(k+l)=l. It follows that k+ l=m or k+l=2m (because 
1 ~< k ~< d - 1). But k is odd. So k + 1 = m is impossible. Thus, k = 2m - 1. It is easy 
to verify that the lemma is again true in this case. Lemma 2 is proved. [] 
Lemma 3. Let d and k be inteoers, d > 2, 1 ~< k ~ d - 1, k e Z*, k 2 ~ - 1 (mod d) and 
let F be the oroup <p,~: pa= 1, ct 4= 1, ctpa-1 = pk>. Then for any normal cyclic 
subgroup <t r) of order d of F and for any element ye F, one of the following equalities 
holds: 
~0"~ - 1 .~-- 0", ~0"~ - 1 = O"-  1, 
7a7- ~ = a*, ?a7- ~ = a-k. 
Proof .  It follows from the definition of F that every element of F can be represented in
one of the forms: pt, ~p~, 0t2pt, ~3p~ where l = 0, 1 . . . . .  d - 1. 
Let d = m2 n with an odd integer m. There are several cases to consider. 
Case 1: n=0.  Then d is odd and since IF] =4d,  the group (p> is the 
unique normal cyclic subgroup of order d of F. Therefore, the lemma is trivially 
true. 
Case 2: n # 0. Then d is even and since k e Z*, k is odd. Let k = 2t - 1 with t >t 1. 
We have k2=(2t -1 ) (2 t -1 )=4t  2 -4 t+1= - l+sm2 n for some integer s. 
Therefore, 4t 2 - 4t + 2 = sm2",~} 2(2t 2 - 2t + 1) = sm2".¢*. 2t 2 - 2t + 1 = sm2"-1 
Since2t 2 -2 t+ l i sodd ,n - lhas tobe0andson=l .  
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If m = 1, then d - 2. Thus, F is abelian and the lemma is true. If m ~ 1, then d >t 6. 
In this subcase, for any l = 0, 1 .. . . .  d - 1, we have 
(0tEpl )  2 = ~2(p lo t2 )p l  = c(4 p - l  p t = 1, 
(o~p~) 4 = ((o~p ~) (o~pt)) 2 = (o(2p-~k +~)2 = 1, 
(~(3p~)4 = ((~tapt)(~tap~))2 = (~2ptk+t )2  = 1. 
Therefore, <p) is the unique normal cyclic subgroup of order d of F. Hence, the lemma 
is also true. Lemma 3 is completely proved. [] 
Lemma 4. Let (d,k), with d >2, keZ* ,  k 2 =- -t- l(modd), and (d',k'), with d' >2, 
k' eZ~,, k '2 =- +_ l(modd'), be ordered pairs not belonging to (4, 1), (4, 3), (5, 2), (5, 3), 
(8,3), (8, 5), (10, 3), (10, 7), (12, 5), (12, 7), (24, 5) and (24, 19). Then GP(d, k) and 
GP(d', k') are isomorphic if and only if d' = d and k' -- +_ k(mod d). 
Proof. If d'= d and k ' -  _+ k(modd), then it is easy to see that GP(d,k) and 
GP(d', k') are isomorphic. 
Conversely, suppose that GP(d, k) and GP(d', k') are isomorphic. It is trivial that 
the equality d '= d holds because the order of GP(d, k) is 2d and the order of 
GP(d', k') is 2d'. Let z be an isomorphism from GP(d, k) to GP(d, k'). Then z is 
a permutation on V(GP(d, k)) = V(GP(d, k')) such that 
z Aut(GP(d, k))z- l  = Aut(GP(d, k')). (2) 
Case 1: k 2 ~k'2(modd). In this case, either k 2 ---- l(modd) and k '2 -= - l(modd) 
or k 2 - - l(mod tO and k '2 - l(mod d). Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that k 2 ---- l(modd) and k '2 = - -  l(modd). Since (d, k) and (d, k') are different from 
(4, 1), (4, 3), (5, 2), (5, 3), (8, 3), (8, 5), (10, 3), (10, 7), (12, 5), (12, 7), (24, 5) and (24, 19), we 
have Aut(GP(d, k)) = <p, 6, ~(: pd = 62 = 0(2  = 1, ~6 = 6o(, 6p6 = p- l ,  ctp~( = pk> and 
Aut(GP(d, k'))= <p, ~(': pd= c(,4= 1, or'pc( '-1 = pk') (see [5]). It is not difficult to 
show that Aut(GP(d, k)) is not isomorphic to Aut(GP(d, k')). This contradicts (2). 
Thus, case 1 cannot happen. 
Case 2: k 2 - -  k '2 - -  l(modd). Then Aut(GP(d, k)) = <p, 6, ~: pd = 62 = c(2  = 1, 
~6 = 6~, 6p6 = p- 1, ap~t = pk> and Aut(GP(d, k')) = <p, 6, at': pa = (~2 = 0(,2 = 1, 
• '6= 6~t', 6pb=p -1, a'pct'= pk'> (see [5]). Hence, for any 7eAut(GP(d,k)), by 
Lemma 2 one of the following equalities holds: either ~PT-1 = p, 7P~-1 = p-1, 
]~p~-  1 = pk ,  or  " /p~-  1 = p -  k. Therefore, for any 7 e Aut (GP(d, k)), one of the following 
equalities holds: 
(~T - i ) ( rp~-  ~ ) (TTT - i )- i = rp~-  I, 
(~ - 1 ) ( rp r  - i ) (~,.~ - i ) -  ~ = rp  - i .c-  i = ( rp~-  i ) -  i ,  
(T~)T - 1 ) ( rpz  - * ) ('C~Z - 1 ) - 1 = zpk.c - 1 ~. ( zpz  - * )k,  
(T~T- i) (~p~- l)  (r~r- i )- i = rp-kz-  i = (~p~- i )-~. 
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Because of equality (2), for any ~,' e Aut(GP(d, k')), one of the following equalities 
holds: 
7'(zpz-1)y '-1 = zpz -1, ~'(zpz-1)y '-1 = (zpz- l )  -1, 
7 ' (TpZ- I )7  ' -1  = (zpz-1) k, y'(zpz-1)y ,-1 = (zp '~- l )  -k .  
On the other hand, since (p)  is a normal cyclic subgroup of order d of Aut(GP(d, k)), 
z (p)z -1  = (zpz-~) is a normal cyclic subgroup of order d of Aut(GP(d, k')). There- 
fore, again by Lemma 2, for any ?'E Aut(GP(d, k')), one of the following equalities 
holds: 
7'(zpz- 1)7 '-1 = zpz -x, ?'(zpz- 1)7 '-1 = (zpz- 1) -1, 
7'(ZpZ-1)7 '-1 = (zp -c -  1) k', ]f l(-CpZ- 1)? ' -1  = ('~pZ-1) -k'. 
Hence, k' = k(mod d) or k' - - k(mod d). 
Case 3: k z -= k 'z -- - 1 (mod d). Again by [5], we have 
Aut(GP(d, k)) = (p, ~: pd = ~4 = 1, ~p~- 1 = pk), 
Aut(GP(d, k')) = (p, ~': pd = ~,4 = 1, ~'p~'- t = pk'). 
By using Lemma 3 instead of Lemma 2, the proof of case 3 is now exactly the same as 
the proof of case 2. Lemma 4 is proved. [] 
From Lemmas 1 and 4, Proposition 5 follows immediately, and from 
Propositions 2-5 above we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let G and G' be graphs in the family ~. Then G and G' are isomorphic if anti 
only if either they are unions of equal numbers of disjoint copies of the same C(2/, S), 
where l is an integer satisfying I > 1 and S = { 1, - 1, l} or they are unions of equal 
numbers of disjoint copies of GP(d, k) or GP(d, d - k), where d is an integer satisfying 
d > 2, k ~ Z* and k 2 --- ___ 1 (mod d). 
Suppose now that graphs in 4, are given by their parameters. Then, for the 
given cubic metacirculant graphs G = MC(m, n, ~, So, S1 .... ,S,) with So #0 and 
p t G'= MC(m', n', o~', S'o, S't, ... ,S~,,) with So # 0, we can test whether or not they are 
isomorphic by using the algorithm for determining components of cubic (m, n)-meta- 
circulant graphs with the condition So # 0 (see Section 2) and Theorem 1 above. 
Isomorphism testing algorithm for graphs in 
1. Check mn= m'n'. If the equality does not hold, then these graphs are not 
isomorphic. Otherwise, continue. 
2. Find components of MC(m, n, ~t, So, $1 . . . . .  S,) by the algorithm for determining 
components of a cubic (m, n)-metacirculant graph with the condition So ~ 0 (see 
Section 2). 
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t 3. Find components of MC(m', n', ~', S~, S'1 ..... S~,) by the same algorithm. 
4. Use Theorem 1above and the results of Steps 2 and 3 to conclude whether or not 
the given graphs are isomorphic. 
We already know (Section 2) that the time complexity of the algorithm for 
determining components of a cubic (m, n)-metacirculant graphs with the condition 
So ~ 0 is O(log a (mn)). It is easy to see that the time complexity of our isomorphism 
testing algorithm for graphs in • is the same, i.e., is O(loga(mn)). 
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